THIS IS ONE
POLICY YOU
WILL
SURELY
READ :P
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OUR

OFFICE TIMINGS
& WORK GUIDE
TIMINGS & PROCEDURES

Official Work Timings are from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday to Friday. However,
while we work from home and once we open office, you do have access to the office
systems 24X7 between Mondays to Saturday. Should you [for some strange reason]
willingly, wish to work on / come to office on a weekend, prior approval from your
manager on email would be required!
Our clients start their day earlier and hence, all team members are expected to be in
office / logged into their respective systems latest by 10:00 a.m. every day. This not
only ensures prompt response but also helps us channelize work.
During the period of Working From Home it is mandatory to inform your line manager
and team in case you have to step away for a few minutes or an hour. We’re not the
kind of company that likes to keeps tabs or aimlessly track attendance. Hence, we will
never track attendance or logged in hours on a daily basis. However, being system
driven, failing to inform while working from home will lead to incorrect and
irreversible month-end payroll payouts.

OUR

LEAVE POLICY AND
WORK GUIDELINES
You’ve joined a place which believes that taking leave is important. It gives us our muchneeded break and space away from work. All we expect is that you plan things. If you miss work
while you are on leave, please do not call or visit us.
GUIDELINES & INCLUSIONS
All team members including interns and consultants are eligible for a total of 29 days of leave
during a particular calendar year. Considering the new normal, these leaves are outlined as 19
Working Days of Privilege leave [excluding Saturdays & Sundays], 2 mandatory 'No Work
Days', 1 day on your Birthday and up to 8 pre-determined company holidays.
Leave can be availed for a minimum of one full day. If you think you need 1/2 day off, simply
apply for a day off. Take the other half of the day to chill! Considering our work schedules and
office hours, we’d rather have you take a full day off.
The leave policy shall follow a pro-rata allocation as per the calendar year i.e. January to
December and all team members shall be entitled to leaves on a pro-rata basis even during their
probation period.
This rule is also applicable during a candidate being on a 'performance improvement plan' with
the exception that block leaves or pre-approved leaves for more than 2 working days will be
counted as Leave Without Pay. During 'exit/notice period' all the planned pro-rated leaves will
cease to accrue. One cannot avail leaves during notice period, it is with the understanding that
the shortfall will be duly adjusted at the time of final payouts as per Exit Policy.
COMPENSATORY DAY OFFS
If an event/ client job requires you be present in office on any of the pre-announced holiday or no
work days [9 identified days as outlined] you can take a comp-off - post approval on email,
within two weeks of you missing your leave. Comp-offs will expire at the end of two weeks. On
certain important project deployment dates, you may be required on a Sat/Weekend. Such
occasions / days do not qualify for a comp-off and will be communicated well in advance.

LEAVE POLICY
PROCESS AND GUIDELINES
All planned leaves for more than three days should be applied for, discussed and approved one
week in advance. For leaves less than three days, leaves should be applied, discussed and
approved at least three days in advance. The only exception to this rule are cases of medical
emergencies/ health related matters which would be at the discretion of your line manager.
Your leaves are not active unless approved on system by your manager. All leaves
availed without approval on system will be automatically counted as leave without
pay, with no exceptions. Line managers are responsible for prompt closures on
approvals sought and effective work planning.
No two members of the same department or working on the same client can avail of
a block leave during the same period. This comes strictly on a first-come-firstapproved basis and is subject to line manager approval to avoid impact on ongoing
work.
In case of an emergency, speak to your manager and get approvals before informing
the team. Also, ensure you go through our Work From Home Policy.
Without exception, there is no facility to carry forward your leaves or donate them
to colleagues during a calendar year.
LEAVE SANS PAY
We are not huge fans of this. Actually, we prefer not doing this at all. But if you
exceed your leaves in a year or do not apply for leave using existing systems, leave
without pay for the # of working days that are applicable will come into effect even if
you turn up to work.
It may be good to note that leave requests in the following scenario/s may be
rejected/disapproved or approved as leave without pay.
On days when you are unwell. i.e. we are asking you not to work when you are
unwell just because you might have fewer leaves left
Requests prior or immediately post a block leave or privilege leave / last minute
extension to pre-approved leaves
On days where the working week has less than 5 working days and there might be
serious impact on work
When two members in a sub-team / same brand need block leaves during the same
time period

THERE IS MORE
PEACE BE WITH YOU
Sometimes, life brings us to a standstill and throws us into situations where we have to
deal with the loss of a family member. In such a case, you are entitled up to one
calendar week of paid leave. These leaves are not something you need to apply for
and are over and above all the leaves mentioned above.
Family members are defined as parents, child, in-laws, siblings, spouse and immediate
grand-parents. You are also entitled up to 2 days of bereavement leave in case of loss
of a family pet.
MANDATORY LEAVES
If we see you becoming a workaholic, we may decide to send you on a mandatory leave.
This might happen if you do not avail leaves and almost half your leave is pending. In
such a scenario, you will not have access to office facilities and work email and these
two weeks will be deducted as PL on system. But then, why bring it to this point? Plan
ahead.

PRESENTEEISM

PRESENTEEISM HURTS YOU AND OTHERS
What’s that? It’s when you believe you need to come to work in spite of having an
injury or an illness. Instead of taking leave, you choose to come to work. If you are not
feeling well, we’d rather have you get well soon.
WORKING WHEN YOU ARE UNWELL
Here’s the thing. We don’t support this one bit! You are either fit & prepped up to
give it your best at work or you are not. Requests when you are unwell will not be
approved or entertained unless you [absolutely if-I-don’t the earth will explode]
have to! The discretion stays with your line manager.
Yes! We’d like client deadlines to be met but not at the cost of your health. Plus the
chaos that comes out of work done when unwell can be catastrophic. What is
however expected is that you give your manager a heads up on your situation and see
that work / projects are distributed among other members in the team.
We’d like you to stay safe. But sometimes, there are just those days. So, here goes.
Any medical leaves taken for 3 or more working days will require a medical certificate
that needs to be submitted in original within 2 days of you joining back to your
manager .

LEAVES IN 2022
THE OFFICIAL LIST
Republic Day
Holi
Good Friday
Eid Ul-Fitr
Independence Day
Ganesh Chathurti
Dussehra/Durga Puja
Diwali

Wed, 26 Jan
(Likely) Fri, 18 Mar
Fri, 15 Apr
(Likely) Mon, 02 / Tue, 03 May
Mon, 15 Aug
Wed, 31 Aug
(Likely) Wed, 05 Oct
(Likely) Mon, 24 Oct

NO WORK DAYS

Friday, 01 July
Friday, 30 Dec

OTHER PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Maharashtra Day
Sun, 1 May
Gandhi Jayanti
Sun, 2 Oct
Christmas

Sun, 25 Dec

(So 2022 does have a few mandatory holidays coming on a Sunday! Aaarrrgh!)

ACTION REQUIRED
If you are part of client teams, do make it a part to inform your clients at least a month
in advance of these days when office will be closed for operations. Especially, No Work
Days.
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